Kawasaki jet mate

I am selling my Kawasaki Jet Mate. The hull was just completely reglassed and repainted, fuel
system was completely rebuilt. Motor has been swapped to a Kawasaki Small Pin our of a JSSX
which was rebuilt earlier this season, new impeller earlier this year as well. Everything works,
boat runs great! Still has original functional reverse bucketThis also comes with the original
trailer, a Kawasaki by Load Rite Trailer. This is a very rare unit, but extremely important as this
boat has a very unique hull shape, awful to launch on PWC trailers and will usually scrape its
hull on a regular boat trailer. The trailer has had all hardware replaced with new stainless
pieces, brand new pound axle, new bearings, hubs, wheels and tires were just installed as well.
Also, just replaced all lights with new submersible units and new wiring harness. Needs
nothing, come take it away. Too many toys, baby on the way, wife forcing sale sadly. I will have
my running Kaw. Jet Mate up for sell this summer with a 24 foot pontoon boat trailer with
expanding metal floor that will haul Jet mate in front and one sit down ski in rear or two stand
ups in rear. May half to send off for a new title if I don't find it soon. To anyone that lives close
to Denton, TX. Looking for a jet mate does not have to be pretty! Going to use it on a
commercial application. I am a femal living in dallas texas lots of lakes i saw a jetmate for the
frist time last week and fillin love it was so cute i wont one so bad if u know where i could get
one i would drive anywere to get it if u can help me out it would be grate and would pay finders
fee thanks Diana in Dallas watting. I noticed from some old website posts from that you were
trying to find a Kawasaki jet mate did you were you ever able to find one cuz I have one I'm
getting ready to sell. I have a jet mate that wasn't running. I bought a new motor, mounts, reeds,
etc. I think everything under the sun has been replaced. Having trouble keeping the motor
started. Any suggestions? I should have cut my losses an sold it for a fixer upper. I have a jet
mate. Not sure the year. I'd be willing to sale it. If interested, email me at gintrich yahoo. Is your
jet mate is still available If so please contact me, I am looking for one. Thanks in advance Dave
Let me know yes or No if you still have this jetways. Please text or call me Really interested.
Anyone who reads this that has a Jet Mate, Jet-N-Cat or Jet-N-Spray for sale, shoot me an email
no matter how long ago this is posted idisorder hotmail. I would have to have it shipped to me.
Can someone please help me to source these second hand spare parts. For the Kawasaki
Jetmate JB second hand spare parts you can contact me on my email address nicoprinsloonz
hotmail. Boat location:. Ships to:. Hull Material:. Engine Make:. Engine Model:. Primary Fuel
Type:. For Sale By:. Seller Notes:. Excellent condition, original trailer with new axle, tires,
wheels, bearings and wiring. Boat has fully refinished hull, SX motor and runs great. Is the
jetmate still for sale? Do you still have your jet mate for sale? Still have the jet mate? If so call or
text Me Is it still for sale? If you still have it call me at - or What are you asking for the jetmate?
Have pictures? Is the Jet Mate still for sale? I neeed this I live on the Oregon coast. I have a jet
mate for sale, located in southern California. Anyone interested please call five three. I am
interested in the jetmate you posted about. I am in So Cal as well. Is the jetmate still available??
If you still have the Jet mate. Please contact me Thanks Dave Is the jetmate still forsale? I live in
Ct is the jet mate still for sale? You can contact me Is this sold. Interested in the jet mate. Is it
still available? I'm interested in the jet mate is it still for sale? I'm interested in your jet mate. Will
you give me a call at I'm not a robot. I'm a robot. Kawasaki Jet Mate boat for sell. Clean title.
New motor included that has not yet been installed. Seats 3 people. Fast and fun boat. Boat
trailer included. Serious inquiries only. Telephone calls only, no text. Complete Boat Stripped
Down. Here we have a fun, little run-about! It is a Kawasaki Jet Mate. It is a 3 seater jet boat. The
motor is a Kawasaki twin engine, cc beast! This boat has only been in fresh water. It comes with
the trailer pictured and a full cover! Get out on the lake for some fun this summer!!! Electrical ha
They were manufactured from They are rare and super fun. Everyone chuckles and chats when
you have it out. It seats 3 and is driven with a joystick and trigger throttle. This one has a rebuilt
kawasaki engine in it same engine as th This is a very rare Kawasaki Jet Mate with a
professionally installed cc engine. Comes on plane much quicker than the stock cc motor and
has more top speed. Machine is in great shape with no fiberglass damage or peeling issues.
Fresh water use only. These were only manufactured to Very Rare Kawasaki Jet Mate cc. Fits 3
people with one at the controls. This one is near mint condition with some accessories. Fun to
drive perfect for the summer camp or just for being out at the lake for the day, quick in and
quick out. Comes with trailer which is very nice. The Kawasaki Jet Mate! This rare boat has been
in use and operating since it's release date in ! Throughout the years it has had upgrades, minor
repairs, has the original stock motor with a new head gasket. Details provided upon request or
at time of sale. Currently in Running Condition an Email Poster Message. The Kawasaki Jet
Mate! This rare boat has been in use and operating since it's release date in ! Throughout the
years it has had upgrades, minor repairs, has the original stock motor with a new head gasket.
Details provided upon request or at time of sale. Being sold AS IS. This may need some
mechanical maintenan. Some random oem 89 TS hull parts as well. Here we have a fun, little

run-about! It is a Kawasaki Jet Mate. It is a 3 seater jet boat. The motor is a Kawasaki twin
engine, cc beast! This boat has only been in fresh water. It comes with the trailer pictured and a
full cover! Get out on the lake for some fun this summer!!! Escape the virus outdoors with this
Kawasaki Jet Mate in excellent condition. Trailer comes with it, of course, with good tires. It has
been in the garage for a few years but ran well when parked. All it needs is a fuel system purge
and a new battery and it should be good to go. Looking for a Kawasaki jet mate. Will consider
any no title no registration is okThank you. Clear Florida title. This is the original trailer that
came with the boat. Rare jetboat, jetski. Unbelievable condition! Kawasaki Jet Mate in excellent
condition. I bought it from original owner. He had no spark. I have an e box for it, but don't have
time to work on it. Rare jetboat, jetski drivetrain and steers with a joystick! Possible trade for a
jet ski or motorcycle, at least cc. This is a very rare Kawasaki Jet Mate with a professionally
installed cc engine. Comes on plane much quicker than the stock cc motor and has more top
speed. Machine is in great shape with no fiberglass damage or peeling issues. Fresh water use
only. These were only manufactured to and only about were brought into the US! Trailer is
aluminum, has a spare included and also. Possible trade. They were manufactured from They
are rare and super fun. Everyone chuckles and chats when you have it out. It seats 3 and is
driven with a joystick and trigger throttle. This one has a rebuilt kawasaki engine in it same
engine as the stand-up jetskis. I'm no mechanic. We never got it running right and so it sat for 2
years. Kawasaki jet mate good condition, runs great has newer cc engine installed, and the
trailer is good condition as well, have No TITLES or paperwork for either obo must go. Very
Rare Kawasaki Jet Mate cc. Fits 3 people with one at the controls. This one is near mint
condition with some accessories. Fun to drive perfect for the summer camp or just for being out
at the lake for the day, quick in and quick out. Comes with trailer which is very nice. Call or text.
Hard to find, especially in this condition, super low hours in "as new" condition registration
paid through Complete Boat Stripped Down. City: Syracuse, NY. Posted: 4 months ago. City:
Inland Empire, CA. Posted: 7 months ago. Posted: 9 months ago. City: Western Slope, CO. City:
San Diego, CA. City: Salem, OR. Posted: 10 months ago. City: Eastern Texas, TX. City: Space
Coast, FL. Posted: 11 months ago. City: Cincinnati, OH. City: Jacksonville, FL. Posted: 1 year
ago. City: Williamsport, PA. City: Kalispell, MT. City: Eastern Shore, MD. Posted: 2 years ago.
City: Pocono Mountains, PA. City: Charlotte, NC. City: Worcester, MA. City: Mohave, AZ. City:
Ventura, CA. By using this site, you agree to our Terms of Use. This is a Kawasai Jet Mate boat.
It has always been stored in a storage unit to keep it out of the elements, so it is in excellent
condition! It seats three and can zip around the water with its jet power. We have had it out on
the lake under ten times since we purchased it, because we are busy with golf. So here you go!
Trailer and boat! Make Kawasaki. Model JetMate Probably the nicest JetMate in the Country!
Brand new motor with less than 10 hours on it. Carb rebuilt when motor was replaced. Brand
new Canvas and Sunbrella bimini. New Automatic float switch on bilge pump. New debri grate
on jet pump. Boat is in unbelievable condition. Custom vinyl graphics. Trailer is original and in
very good condition. New taillights, rubber in fair condition. Runs perfect and a blast to drive!
Kawasaki Jet Mate Jet boat With a load rite trailer I have clean title for both This Jet mate has
had the engine replaced with a SX along with the electronics. It had the gas go bad over the
winter I replaced it but it needs to be flushed from the tank to the intake. It starts with ether so I
know it runs. The windshield has a crack as seen in the pictures. It has been taped. The seat
mechanism works. The hull is in good condition with no cracks, all the mechanicals work,
including the bilge pump. You are welcome to inspect everything at my location. Questions call
Ask for Ralph. I am selling my Kawasaki Jet Mate. The hull was just completely reglassed and
repainted, fuel system was completely rebuilt. Motor has been swapped to a Kawasaki Small Pin
our of a JSSX which was rebuilt earlier this season, new impeller earlier this year as well.
Everything works, boat runs great! Still has original functional reverse bucket This also comes
with the original trailer, a Kawasaki by Load Rite Trailer. This is a very rare unit, but extremely
important as this boat has a very unique hull shape, awful to launch on PWC trailers and will
usually scrape its hull on a regular boat trailer. The trailer has had all hardware replaced with
new stainless pieces, brand new pound axle, new bearings, hubs, wheels and tires were just
installed as well. Also, just replaced all lights with new submersible units and new wiring
harness. Needs nothing, come take it away. Too many toys, baby on the way, wife forcing sale
sadly. I reserve the right to cancel this auction without warning as the boat is for sale locally as
well. No test rides without cash or deposit in hand. Oak Hill, FL. East Coventry, PA. Lake
George, NY. Lake Havasu City, AZ. Bedford, NH. Rising Sun, MD. Elephant Butte, NM. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Boats for Sale Kawasaki Jet Mate. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length 8. Make Kawasaki 1. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. This Kawasaki Jet
Mate is described as possibly the nicest original example left. Special thanks to BaT reader Rob

G. Produced from until , just 1, or so were exported to the States. Seen from the front, the
overall layout is easy to grasp. While the joystick provides directional and speed control,
reverse is operated via a switch or other similar, separate system. The front seat covers the
two-stroke twin which according to the seller features new crank seals, a new top end, a rebuilt
carburetor and new fuel lines. A Skat-Trak impeller and a Jetsport intake grate have been added,
the original bilge pump and blower are both said to work, and the bright red upholstery is said
to be original. Positioned between the aftermarket rear boarding steps is the exit for the jet
pump. As this website goes into great detail regarding, operation in principle is a lot like
blowing up a balloon and letting it loose to fly around. The new BaT Podcast! Listen now.
Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None
Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. Cancel reply. Keep me in this conversation
via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable JavaScript to engage in the discussion on
this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to enter this number as a bid? If so please use
the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an
error posting your comment. Connecticut resident Chris Kyttle is getting quite a bit of internet
fame with a video he shared earlier this week. Kawasaki integrated molded-in side ladders for
easy re-entry. Under ideal conditions, the Jet Mate was estimated at a top speed of roughly 30
miles per hour. Because of its low draft and quickness, several Jet Mates found use as patrol
and rescue boats, but never high-end performance machines. Whether the modded Je
2012 dodge avenger se review
coolant for 2013 chevy malibu
2005 ford taurus owners manual
t Mate has made the trek to Atlantic City yet remains to be answered, but we look forward to
seeing some future video with this machine ejecting riders in the surf. Editor-in-Chief â€” kevin.
Almost always found with stained hands and dirt under his fingernails, Kevin has an eye for the
technical while keeping a eye out for beautiful photography and a great story. Sign me up for
the newsletter! Home News New Products. Gear Products Watercraft. Kevin Shaw. Share this
post. Previous Post. Next Post. Related Posts News. New Products. This jetmate DID make it to
atlantic city and back! All Rights Reserved. The Watercraft Journal is the industry's leading
resource for watercraft news, reviews and coverage of watercraft events. We pride ourselves on
offering a steady supply of uniquely-written industry news facts. As the largest and most
respected PWC in the industry, we thank you for visiting our online magazine "The Watercraft
Journal", be sure to tell your friends about us! Email Address.

